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Definition 

Admission based AMI 30 day in-hospital (same hospital) mortality  

Coverage 

Patients aged 15 and older (5 year age group)  

Numerator  

Number of deaths in the same hospital that occurred within 30 days of 

eligible hospital admission (as defined in the denominator) 

Denominator 

Number of admissions to hospital with primary diagnosis of AMI where  

the admission did not result in a transfer to another acute care hospital  

from 1 Jan to 31 Dec in the specified year (codes: I21 acute, I22 subsequent)  



Calculation approach 

1. Extract  data from 1 January to 31 December  

2. Flag admissions  with PDX = AMI  

3. Exclude those that resulted in a transfer    

 

                  counts by sex and 5-year age groups 

 

4. Flag those with fatal outcome and LOS <= 30 days 

 

                  counts by sex and 5-year age groups 

 

 

NUM 

DEN 



Admission-based vs. Patient-based 

Admission-based 

• Numerator excludes: 

- deaths in hospital where AMI=SDX , 

- deaths out of hospital (after discharge)  

 

 

• Denominator includes: 

- multiple AMI events during a year, 

- multiple data records within an AMI event       

ADM     

PAT 

HOSP AMI=PDX OUT HOSP AMI=SDX 



Example 1 

Hospital A 

 

 

Hospital B 

 

 
 

+ 

= pdx AMI = transfer + = died 

Transfer between two hospitals 



Example 2 

               

 

             Hospital A 

 

 
 

+ 

= pdx AMI = int transf + = died 

Transfer within the same hospital 



Example 3 

               

 

             Hospital A 

 

 

 
 

+ 

= pdx AMI + = died 

Readmission into the same hospital 



Episode patterns 

R = routine, T = transfers, D = deaths   

Episodes No

R 5314

TR 1473

T 562

D 496

RD 279

RT 120

TD 88

TRD 25

RTD 10



Lessons learnt 

• The exclusion of transfers is likely to increase bias 

in the calculated rates. 

 

• Assess the impact of currently used and alternative  

units of measurement (population at risk, time at risk)  
    


